
Michel Faber, Under the Skin (2000)  
 
 
Some Questions for Class/Further Study  
 
These questions are not definitive. We won’t be able to cover them all in one class. 
They are selectively based on my reading of the novel – and some selected criticism. 
The interpretive nature of literary study ensures there are other angles/perspectives. 
Use the questions as a platform, from where to leap into your own Vodsel world.  
 
(NB: Page numbers refer to my copy, Canongate 2004) 
 
 
1. Having read the novel, what can you discern from the opening two paragraphs? Have 
a 5-min discussion in 2s and 3s. Then turn to the opening paragraphs of Ch.10 (p.197). 
What is happening here?  
 
2. What function does the occasional narrative switch to the hitcher’s point of view 
have? Seee, for example, pps. 11; 28; 34; 80; 121. 134-35.177-178; 200-01;  
 
3. Why does the plot reveal the ‘truth’ gradually?  
 
4. Read from “Then the middle finger of her left hand flipped a little toggle on the 
steering wheel -> end of first chapter (pps. 20-23). What themes/issues/styles can you 
discern from this scene? 
 
5 What does the novel’s title suggest? pps: 26; 33; 152; 164. 
 
6. The Story of the Whelks – is this allegorical?  pps: 30-33 (See also 89, 192, 206) 
 
7. Isserley – ‘human’ or ‘alien’? See, pps: 39; 61; 92; 141; 232 (in what sense is her 
bodily pain a metaphor?)  What do you make of her ecstatic reaction to the ‘culling’ of 
the ‘cattle’? 218-220? Can we call her a ‘feminist’? 141 (‘Men, she thought….’); 213-215 
(wants to watch the ‘butchering’) 
 
8. In what sense is Television (or other pop culture/media, such as music) an interesting 
element in the novel? See pps: 51; 145-46; 153-4 
 
9. Isserley’s burning of the German hitcher’s gear. What to make of this episode? 59-60 
 
10. The alien/human confusion: 75; 108; 110-111 (description of Amlis Vess as a 
beautiful ‘man’);  
 
11. What is the role of Amlis Vess in the novel? (see, for example, pps: 72-73; 112-114 
(‘I don’t believe in killing animals”); 171-174: the ‘MERCY’ episode. What issues and 
themes does this throw up?  See also 244-245; The Sheep episode, (240-41it’s comedy 
and darkness in the light of ‘human’ ‘cattle’ (eg 168-169.  
 
12. Eco-theme – 117-119 (‘the subterranean hell of the estates’) See also 260 (Earth 
contrast) 
 
13. Does it make sense to see the novel as exposure of corporate globalization? 81; 
108-109 (the cargo ship); 272, 235, 228-29 
 
14 The clear reference to a referendum on ‘Scotland’s future’ 246-247. Does this 
matter in any way in the novel?  
 



15. This is a novel about ‘petroculture’…. why? (see myriad refs to fuel and the car (esp. 
156-158 
 
16. What do you make of the end of the novel? From the death of the husband-to-be 
to the car crash, the final expected conflagration/sacrifice?  
 
 
“Today, our monsters are robots, cyborgs, genetically altered creatures, and aliens who 
attempt to take up residence within a necessarily altered human domestic sphere, or 
within human sites of production, including human bodies. Instead of enforcing 
cultural and political norms, these constructed beings function as interpolators: their 
presence within causes breakdowns, interrupting, disrupting and redistributing power. 
Unlike the god-made monsters faced by Odysseus, contemporary monsters are 
products of human technology, or are alien constructs produced by their authors for 
the express purpose of creating opportunities to successfully confuse, destroy or 
recombine oppositional dualisms such as human/nonhuman.” (Anne Weinstone, 
“Resisting Monsters: Notes on Solaris”)  

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devil_Girl_from_Mars 
 
The Devil Girl from Mars – seems prototype for Under the Skin 
 
http://www.theguardian.com/film/gallery/2014/nov/23/the-20-best-british-science-fiction-
films-in-pictures 
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